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Activity Ideas:

1 2

3 4

Make a craft. 

*check out my SLP Lesson Plans by Theme product for tons of 
ideas for crafts and activities using these mini cards

Design a maze.

Make paper chains. Cut out the cards and put them in 
something, or throw them away!



Packet Contents:
Included are pages for:

p, b, m, h, w, y, d, n, t, k, g, ng, f, v, ch, j, l, s-blends, sh, s, z, th, and r.

All sounds have initial, medial, and final pages except: h, w, y (only initial), ng (only final), and r. Included 
for r is a page each of initial r, air, ar, ear, er, ire, and or. Pictures are not included on the th and r cards in 
order to save ink.

Other ideas: do some origami, use a fly swatter, put into a mini notebook for home carryover, pair with 
sentence strips, hop from card to card, tape on board game cards or a board game spinner, tape on 
cups for stacking, or put on/under bowling pins.

If you can think of better targets for certain sounds, PLEASE email me at speechymusings@gmail.com with the 
word you’d like replaced and an idea for what word to replace it with. Finding good targets is challenging! <3 

Activity Ideas:

5 6Color the pictures. Do a scavenger hunt.



pants pickle parrot peach panda pen popsicle

pencil pay pony piano puppy pig potato

pop pie pillow pizza peanuts P pool

paper paint party pear pudding push puppet

pepper pancake pink purple papa pan pin

Initial /p/

P



octopus grasshopper trumpet cupcake apron hippo popcorn

stapler zipper computer slippers puppet apple pepper

teapot napkin lollipop leopard paper people grumpy

diaper puppy open bumpy hamper mopping shampoo

happy trampoline newspaper trapeze apart camping important

Medial /p/



tulip harp envelope map top mop camp

soup hoop chip dip stamp lamp jeep

ship tape makeup cup clip sheep soap

up grape hop pop cop rip cap

lip nap stop help clap leap cape

Final /p/



bag bug box button boot bunny bike

banana bus beads ball bee bed boy

baby banjo bear book bell bat boat

bean bucket B bowl bone bubble balloon

basket boo boom baa bunny blue bye

Initial /b/

B



robot cabbage alphabet football lobster marbles bubbles

rabbit numbers ribbon table robin cabin tuba

cowboy cheeseburger umbrella baby mailbox strawberry ribbit

baseball label table cymbals cowboy dribble above

stable elbow keyboard mailbox numbers tumble goodbye

Medial /b/



tube cob web robe shrub crab sub

tube club lab bulb rhubarb tub cab

cube globe knob sob bib cub crib

light bulb babe grab Bob Abe job scrub

rob rub blob tab slob ice cube rib

Final /b/



moo muffin mug meat mop map man

mask mirror moth mitten mat mouse milk

mud moon month magic magnet mail mailbox

mango meet marker mine me medal mix

money monkey more mom mule mouth moose

Initial /m/



animal bamboo camel camera chimney comet domino

flamingo lemon plumber lawnmower puma salami submarine

swimmer tomato cinnamon oatmeal woman llama marshmallow

hammer diamond watermelon pumpkin umbrella helmet shampoo

trumpet pajamas yummy mummy summer remote tummy

Medial /m/



gum flame arm bathroom broom clam climb

bomb gym dam dime drum farm alarm

frame groom ham ice cream dream scream storm

swim home mom come ram team plum

lamb vacuum yam room comb thumb jam

Final /m/



home hose harp hammer hen heart hamster

hair ham hippo house horse hedgehog have

hoop honey hawk hall horn hat hanger

hamburger head heavy half hot hot dog hotel

hug hills hi who help hunt hay

Initial /h/



window web white one walk whale witch

wagon watch wolf wood waffle wallet weed

wing wave wash water world wedge wait

wig walrus wall we Y wide wipe

wow wheat wind wish wife well woof

Initial /w/

1

Y



yes yum yuck you yam unicorn yogurt

U.S.A. young yarn yellow ukulele your U

yoga yacht YouTube unicycle Europe yo-yo uniform

yikes yawn yell yay utensil yippee year

yesterday yield yard your turn yeah yard sale yummy

Initial /y/

U



door deer dolphin do D dad dam

dawn deep dentist diamond dip dots diaper

date day dime dome dine dough down

desk dice dig dance dog doll duck

dishes donut dinner dust daisy dig dessert

Initial /d/

D



radio bandaid needle candle paddle saddle panda

soda window ladder noodles ladybug birthday spider

pudding playdoh hot dog bedding body cider daddy

headache lady reading riding shadow Tuesday wedding

feeding calendar Canada hidden video spider web nobody

Medial /d/



add dad hand mud sad divide railroad

bad food hide played sand afraid first aid

bed glad kid read side inside rod

bread good loud red wood salad lemonade

cried grade mad ride crowd outside aid

Final /d/



knee nail nest no know near nature

knife name new noise need neighbor neigh

knit nap nice north nine navy neither

knock neck night nose not note nurse

napkin nickel numbers nineteen nothing necklace naughty

Initial /n/



band bend pond sand send spend wand

blend blind wind bonus bunny canal canoe

blonde end chimney China cleanup dinner winner

hand kind finish pony funny honey kennel

land lend money many lightning planet peanuts

Medial /n/



lawn man moon phone plane run skin

spoon sun brain brown bun can cane

chain chin clean clown coin cone done

fun gone green chicken button pen lion

mailman mountain napkin ocean wagon raccoon garden

Final /n/



take talk tall taste teacher tiny turtle

team teeth time toad tennis tire toilet

toast toes tongue tool tomato tired tonight

tooth top touch toy ticket tissue towel

town two table taco tiger toaster turkey

Initial /t/ 



batter beauty better brighter butter button hotel

empty guitar kitten lettuce tennis otter photo

pretty mitten daughter cheetah beautiful computer excited

hospital potato Saturday tomato visitor writing cottage

safety doctor eating heater rotten sweater water

Medial /t/ 



bat jacket life jacket basket closet exit flashlight

feet bite minute parrot peanut right wet

late fruit boat pocket nut hot eat

quiet light get cat hat cut white

rabbit toilet not goat coat boot write

Final /t/



cake can car card cart cat catch

cave coat coin cold comb cone cop

corn cow cub cut key kid kite

cabin kick cactus camera candle cut carrot

kitchen color cook cookies cushion kitten ketchup

Initial /k/



bicycle weekend vacuum turkey taco suckers sticky

speaker soccer raincoat racquet raccoon pumpkin pocket

vacation package napkin looking pelican donkey cracker

cooking cookie cactus chicken checkers broken breakfast

bookmark bobcat biker jacket baking baker bacon

Medial /k/



back cook leak pick snack cupcake music

bike duck lick rack stick tick notebook

book hawk lock rock truck headache block

check hike neck shake walk magic sidewalk

cheek hook pack sick awake milkshake stomach

Final /k/



game gas gate ghost gift garbage girl

green garage go goal goat gold golf

guess gulp goose gum guy goatee goldfish

gopher goodbye gorgeous guitar gears gorilla give

Google garden gallery gazelle garlic going guard

Initial /g/



again August baggage begin bigger cougar digging

dog sled dragon piglet eagle eggshell foggy doggy

jogging juggle luggage magnet alligator pigtail sea gull

sugar tiger longer wagon yoga signature spaghetti

together merry go round anger mega gigantic hamburger illegal

Medial /g/



bag big bug dig dog egg flag

fog frog hug jug leg log mug

pig jig rug slug tag tug twig

twig wig hot dog hedgehog bigwig fatigue ladybug

catalog bean-bag chug thingamajig lunch bag washrag fig

Final /g/



bang bring ding hang king long lung

ping pong ring sing song spring sting string

strong swing tongue wrong fishing evening eating

greeting laughing painting playing raining running sitting

sleeping swimming talking walking baking boating biking

Final /ng/



face farm fall fan fast feet fence

fin fire fish fist five food fork

four fox fudge furniture phone fiddle finger

firefighter football forehead forest fossil fairy famous

farmer feather faucet fever fabric ferris wheel family

Initial /f/



barefoot before breakfast cafe campfire catfish coffee

comfort dolphin effort goldfish golf ball gopher headphones

infant laughing lifeguard muffin office often playful

safety sofa taffy traffic trophy golf cart waffle

magnify microphone officer referee saxophone telephone elephant

Medial /f/



calf chef cliff cough cream puff elf golf

half hoof knife laugh leaf loaf off

roof safe shelf puff thief tough wife

wolf giraffe kickoff rainproof sheriff woof take off

photograph pocket knife rough bluff earmuff handcuff staff

Final /f/



Venus van vase vault vegetables vulture vest

vet view vine voice vote volcano value

vampire vanish vapor velociraptor Venice venom village

velcro virus vision visit visor vacuum volleyball

vacation vehicle veteran victory valentine vanilla violin

Initial /v/



advance advice beaver oval clever clover movie

cover pole vault diver drive-thru driver driveway everywhere

evening event everyone flavor gravy ivy heavy

invent invite level movement mover never over

river seven shaving shiver travel oven everyday

Medial /v/



brave cave dive dove drive five give

glove love move save shave sleeve stove

wave above achieve live approve arrive hive

behave believe leave deceive slave forgive improve

olive receive relieve remove sky dive pave alive

Final /v/



chair chalk chase chat cheap check chimney

cheese chest chew chick child chin choose

church cheat charm checkers cheetah cherry chili

China cello challenge chapter channel checkup chipmunk

chocolate cheeseburger chicken chimpanzee chilly charity cheerleader

Initial /ch/



achieve beach ball exchange catcher future grandchild high chair

key chain ketchup kitchen lunch box nature picture pitcher

question statue teacher marching band watchdog adventure amateur

bird watcher touchdown wheelchair temperature furniture police chief miniature

Medial /ch/

peaches sandwiches tornado watch manufactureinches nachos achieve



beach bench branch catch coach couch hatch

lunch march match ostrich patch pitch ranch

reach speech stretch switch touch watch witch

wrench approach attach cockroach hopscotch tornado watch sandwich

avalanche butterscotch watch pinch bleach itch peach

Final /ch/



germ jam jar jaw jeans jet job

jog joke joy juice jump gingerbread general

genie genius Germany gerbil giant gymnastics giraffe

jacket jaguar Japan jealous jelly jewel journal

journey juggle jungle janitor jelly beans jellyfish justice

Initial /j/



agent aging angel badger blue jay Egypt bandages

bungee jump magic object pigeon project pages soldier

subject urgent oxygen congestion register strategy suggestion

teenager agency algebra cabbages cottage cheese educate engagement

imagine cage magician manager geology intelligent vegetables

Medial /j/



%

age bridge cage edge fudge huge judge

page damage stage wage cabbage baggage bandage

college courage wreckage garbage image knowledge language

marriage message package passage postage sausage storage

village fridge cottage beverage carriage foliage percentage

Final /j/



lake lamb lamp land late laugh leaf

leak leg light lips list lock log

long look love lunch lemon lesson letter

lantern lion listen lizard lotion loaf lucky

ladybug life jacket living room laundry ladder loud lightning

Initial /l/



alarm calendar balloon belly sailboat bowling ceiling

color dollar elbow eyelid family gallon hello

island jelly July molar olive pillow pilot

police sailor salad shoelace toilet wallet yellow

polar bear sea lion violin marshmallow Alaska buffalo celery

Medial /l/



ball bell bowl call fall heel hill

hole mail nail owl pool seal shell

spell tail tall tool wall whale wheel

yell baseball cancel finger nails football basketball muscle

pencil reptile seashell snowball towel high heel hospital

Final /l/



scale sled smell snack space stage swamp

scar sleep smile snail spur stairs swan

scarf slide smoke snake speak star sweat

skate slime smoothie sneeze spill stand swim

school slug small snow spoon stir swing

Initial /s/ blends



basket bobsled basement teaspoon bus stop ice skate bus stop

biscuit bracelet blacksmith inspect chopsticks mascot foot step

discount dogsled Christmas passport costume rescue lobster

discuss landslide locksmith whisper distance wrestler mistake

escape dislike placemat despair lipstick classmate postcard

Medial /s/ blends



ask cast axle wrist breakfast dentist parcel

desk chest castle waste artist forest hustle

disk cost fossil vest muscle toothpaste council

mask dust missile rust list youngest therapist

tusk fist pencil lamp post nest journalist scientist

Final /s/ blends



shoe shell shuttle shy shuffle shower shovel

shoulder shot shorts short shop shoe box shirt

shiver ship shiny shelf sheets sheep shell

she shark shapes shampoo shake show shelter

shave sharpener share shadow sharp chef shut

Initial /sh/



action ashamed bushes cashier cautious cushion directions

dishes dishrag eruption eyelashes fashion fishing flashlight

lotion machine milkshake mushroom ocean pushing seashore

sunshine tissue washer addition emotions fisherman musician

toothbrushes spaceship fishbowl marshmallow radishes dishwasher wishes

Medial /sh/



brush bush cash crash dish fish flash

flush leash mash push rash rush car wash

splash trash wash wish toothbrush paintbrush squash

finish mouthwash goldfish mustache starfish go fish English

ticklish nail polish fresh hush dash ash mush

Final /sh/



C sad saw seed sip sit sob

soup sub sun same sew side sign

soap sack safe sick sock sail seal

sell soil song sand sink sing suit

suitcase sidewalk soda salt sea see say

Initial /s/



whistle listen messy baseball glasses motorcycle muscle

medicine babysitter pencil dresser dinosaur recess December

braces castle princess fossil gasoline dancer bicycle

racing insect recipe beside policeman icy juicy

faucet popsicle outside passing husky pacifier percent

Medial /s/



mouse house gas grass vase dice rice

moose juice nurse purse kiss goose yes

boss cats floss peace toss base face

chess octopus compass circus frogs dress horse

cactus race space ace place sauce us

Final /s/



zap zany zinc zing zone zoo zoom

zebra zeppelin zero zigzag zillion zip code zipper

zip zoom lens Zorro xylophone zodiac zamboni zeroing

zucchini zookeeper Zoe Zach zephyr z zillion

Initial /z/

zebra fish zest Zeus zinnia ziploc bag zoo animals zip line



blizzard Brazil breezy busy cheesecake closet raspberry

cousin daisy desert dessert dozen easy freezer

husband season easel lizard music noisy pheasant

poison present puzzle raisin razor scissors wizard

visitor deposit disaster magazine museum New Zealand newspaper

Medial /z/



bears bees bugs boys cheese exercise freeze

hose keys knees nose please pigs prize

rose sneeze tease amaze applause arrows babies

blue skies confuse cookies dress shoes fingers fire hose flowers

sunrise tacos pillows memorize organize second prize tomatoes

Final /z/



this that those the thin thermometer them

theirs these they therapy thaw thick thief

thigh 3D thing think third thorn thread

three thumb thistle thermos thimble thirsty thirteen

thirty thousand thumbtack thunder Thursday theater thank you

Initial “th”

3
30

13
1000



athlete author bathroom bathrobe birthday earthquake healthy

slither mouth wash neither panther pathway python nothing

something another toothache toothbrush toothpaste toothpicks smoothie

wealthy either marathon leather other weather anything

together mother father gather feather clothing breathing

Medial “th”



bathe breathe depth sloth bath booth both

breath smooth cloth earth length mouth path

math month fourth north health broth south

strength teeth washcloth tooth wreath sun bathe with

blacksmith goldsmith mammoth table cloth birdbath beneath locksmith

Final “th”



race rainbow raft rain rake ram ribbon

rat read red rice radio ring rip

rock recess rope rug run round wrong

wrench write row right rhino reptile rooster

road robe raccoon robot robin rocket rabbit

Initial /r/



airplane bear stairs dairy cherry pair parachute

parents tear somewhere compare arrow square fair

fairy chair hair lair where nightmare nowhere

pear scare share parrot married dare bury

anywhere air tank hairbrush highchair prairie airbed airport

Vocalic R - air



alarm army art dart far harps heart

bar sparkle yard yarn dark guitar tart

bark car card apartment garbage garlic jaguar

jar marble star start tar arm farm

scar arch barn market guards cart apart

Vocalic R - ar



beard appear disappear ear shear gear earrings

earmuffs meerkat hear tear reindeer spear cheer

fear smear cheerios engineer near steering wheel year

deer pyramid weird clear rear pioneer pier

cashier pierce steer cereal fierce cafeteria volunteer

Vocalic R - ear



gerbil dinner spider monster pepper sucker battery

paper beaver celery dancer folders fur binder

desert bird doctor center butter dollar skirt

father burger cucumber teacher germ flower purse

whisper tiger circus concert earth water mother

Vocalic R - er



corn board score smore before snowboard forehead

bored acorn chores explore forest store ignore

snore more backboard scoreboard shore fort horse

skateboard sore door board game orange floor morning

adore fork cord forecast four pour your

Vocalic R - or

4



flier fire sapphire admire wire tired wildfire

tire umpire diary fireplace briar liar pliers

humidifier fire engine buyer vampire fired pacifier magnifier

Ireland empire firewood iron choir fire station firefly

expired dryer entire flat tire hire desire retire

Vocalic R - ire
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Enjoy the packet and stay amazing!

-Shannon    .

T hank
YOU!

Your support means more to
me than you could ever know!

Follow me on 
Facebook!

Follow me on 
Pinterest!

Follow me on 
Instagram!

Be the first to hear about  ideas 
that work!

Stay inspired. Ask questions.  
Learn and have fun with SLPs!

See pictures directly from my 
therapy to yours!

Never run out of ideas. I pin the 
best of the best every single day.

facebook.com/speechymusings

pinterest.com/speechymusings

@speechymusings

speechymusings.com

If you ever have any questions or concerns about this 

packet, shoot me an email at speechymusings@gmail.com. I’d 

love to hear how you’re using it, and LOVE seeing pictures                  

of my products in use on social media!

I hope this packet makes your therapy more fun, functional, 

and motivating for both you and your students. 




